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ing the views of the different members and thus enabling
the British Cabinet to arrange its policy in foreign affairs.
This arrangement is the natural sequence of the desire
on the part of the dominions to enjoy the greatest amount
of freedom in their local concerns and the privileged position
of England which she has acquired after considerable
sacrifice. It will not disturb the present position and status
of the dominions in the League of Nations. It would, on
the other hand, strengthen the position of the League by
giving it the united support of an organization which has
already achieved the ideal which the League is striving
for.* Further more such an arrangement, by recognising
fullest autonomy of the Dominions, will drive away all
fears of disintegration within the Empire. At present wo
may feel some pride in speaking of the Present state of the
Empire as a Commonwealth of free nations but, as George
Burton Adams has rightly pointed out, wo have not yet
reached that stage in which the members of the common-
wealth share equal opportunities for development, f Such
* General Smuts in supporting the Resolution of the Imperial War
Conference, above referred to, of 1917, spoke of the Empire in these terms :
" People talk about a League of. nations and international government
but the only successful experiment in international government that has
ever been made is the British Empire, founded on principles which appeal
to the highest political ideals of mankind. Founded on liberal principles,
and principles of freedom and equality, it has continued to exist for a good
time now, and our hope is that the basis may be so laid for the fiiture that
it may become an instrument for good, not only in the Empire but in the
•whole world."
1 Speeches and Documents on Colonial Policy,' Vol. II, p. 393.
t" There is beginning a fashion of speaking of the British Common-
wealth of Nations instead of the British Empire, but the new name denotes
in international relations an aspiration for the future rather than something
at present really fr-rue. So long as each nation is not allowed its pro-
portionate share in making decisions, nothing exists which can be truly
called a commonwealth of nations, nothing which is in any proper sense a
federation."
1 The British Empire and a League of Peace,' p. 7,

